Human Relations Talks To Spotlight Meeting

The National Student Association is sponsoring a Human Relations Institute Conference for the weekend of March 13-14 at Boston University. All of the New England colleges have been invited, although it is expected that the majority of delegates will be from Greater Boston colleges.

Purification of discussion and knowledge of higher education in the United States is the purpose of this conference. Basis for the discussion will be the report of the President's Commission on Higher Education, especially the first two chapters, which establish the goals of higher education and the barriers to the attainment of these goals.

This part of the report will be discussed in four speeches; Sponsors (or Opposition) to the report: General Education, Scholastic Principles of Education, and Classical or Normal Education. Dean Baker of Boston University will discuss General Education, and Bishop Wright will talk on Scholastic Principles.

Following the speeches the Conference will break up into panels of about twenty-five which will have a faculty member to assist or define points that come up and guide the discussion of the panel. Each panel will deal with only one of the four phases of the goals.

Dr. Harold Taylor of Sarah Lawrence will give the keynote address. Presidents Marsh and Cooley are also expected to address the convention. Vice-President Backstay has been invited.

There will also be three speeches which deal with domain barriers, which are, Economic and Geographical, Religious, and Legislative. Thomas Elder, of North Carolina, will speak on legislative barriers; Mrs. Goodwin, who are, Economic and Geographical, Religious, and Legislative.

There will also be three speeches which deal with domain barriers, which are, Economic and Geographical, Religious, and Legislative. Thomas Elder, of North Carolina, will speak on legislative barriers; Mrs. Goodwin, who are, Economic and Geographical, Religious, and Legislative.
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